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A couple of notes...

• I am not what I would call a ‘simulation expert’

• These are my thoughts, motivated by conversations 
with some real experts

• This is intended to start a discussion in the physics groups
about what will work for them
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Nobody has approved
this message!



LHC and Upgrades
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Pileup at LHC
• ~35 pp interactions per crossing 

at 50 ns, Lpeak = 0.7 x 1034

• HL-LHC would increase
this to ~140/BX 
at 25 ns, L = 5 x 1034

• Challenge for any simulation...
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78 verticies in CMS
(special high-pileup fill)
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HL-LHC, HE-LHC simulations
• ATLAS and CMS contributions to European Strategy Symposium

- Largely assume detector upgrades mitigate increased pileup

- Physics analyses based mostly on 2012 detector performance

- Justified?  Probably as good a guess as any...

• Collaboration-driven studies must continue for justifying 
Phase II (HL-LHC) upgrades → synergy with Snowmass process

- Krakow results will be more fully developed

- Good questions from physics groups may inspire further work 

• ATLAS/CMS simulation/analysis code is proprietary, official 
collaboration results will need collaboration approval

-Not impossible, but doesn’t lend itself to quick turnaround
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Clearly want certified ATLAS/CMS results, but also need
to be realistic about how long this might take,

or how flexible this can be
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Parameterized (fast) simulation
• Major exercise at LHC olympics (2006) with PGS (Pretty Good Sim)

• Current favorite seems to be Delphes (https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes)

• Stresses the calorimeter

- Realistic segmentation 
(multiple η ranges)

- Parameterized response 
(based on published perf.)

• Emulates useful analysis features

- Jet finding, MET

- Lepton ID + isolation

- Trigger menus

• Detector parameters files available for ATLAS/CMS (need to verify)

• Simulation only (will read Les Houches format, or many others)
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surement. No longitudinal segmentation is available in the sim-
ulated calorimeters. Delphes assumes that ECAL and HCAL
have the same segmentations and that the detector is symmetric
in ! and with respect to the " = 0 plane [l]. Fig. 3 illustrates the
default calorimeter segmentation.
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Figure 3: Default segmentation of the calorimeters in the (", !) plane. Only
the central detectors (ECAL, HCAL) and FCAL are considered. ! angles are
expressed in radians.

The calorimeter response is parametrised through a Gaussian
smearing of the accumulated cell energy with a variance #:

#

E
=

S
!
E
"
N
E
"C, (1)

where S , N and C are the stochastic, noise and constant terms,
respectively, and " stands for quadratic additions [j].

In the default parametrisation, ECAL and HCAL are as-
sumed to cover the pseudorapidity range |"| < 3, and FCAL
between 3.0 and 5.0, with di!erent response to electrons and
photons, or to hadrons. Muons and neutrinos are assumed not
to interact with the calorimeters [d]. The default values of the
stochastic, noise and constant terms are given in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Default values for the resolution of the central and forward calorime-
ters (for both electromagnetic and hadronic parts). Resolution is parametrised
by the stochastic (S ), noise (N) and constant (C) terms (Eq. 1) [g].

S (GeV1/2) N (GeV) C
ECAL 0.05 0.25 0.0055
ECAL, end caps 0.05 0.25 0.0055
FCAL, e.m. part 2.084 0 0.107
HCAL 1.5 0 0.05
HCAL, end caps 1.5 0 0.05
FCAL, had. part 2.7 0 0.13

Electrons and photons are assumed to leave their energy
in the electromagnetic parts of the calorimeters (ECAL and
FCAL, e.m.), while charged and neutral final-state hadrons are

assumed to leave their entire energy interactin the hadronic
parts (HCAL and FCAL, had.). Some long-living particles,
such as the K0s and "’s, with lifetime c$ smaller than 10 mm
are considered as stable particles by the generators although
they may decay before reaching the calorimeters. The energy
smearing of such particles is therefore performed using the ex-
pected fraction of the energy, determined according to their de-
cay products, that would be deposited into the ECAL (EECAL)
and into the HCAL (EHCAL). Defining F as the fraction of the
energy leading to a HCAL deposit, the two energy values are
given by

!

EHCAL = E # F
EECAL = E # (1 $ F)

(2)

where 0 % F % 1. The resulting calorimetry energy mea-
surement given after the application of the smearing is then
E = EHCAL+EECAL. For K0S and " hadrons, the energy fraction
is F is assumed to be 0.7 [k].

No sharing between neighbouring cells is implemented when
particles enter a cell very close to its geometrical edge. Due to
the finite segmentation, the smearing, as defined in Eq. 1, is ap-
plied directly on the accumulated electromagnetic and hadronic
energies of each calorimetric cell. The calorimetric cells enter
in the calculation of the missing transverse energy (MET), and
are used as input for the jet reconstruction algorithms.
The output file created byDelphes [m] stores the final collec-

tions of particles (e±, µ±, %) and objects (light jets, b-jets, $-jets,
EmissT ). In addition, collections of tracks, calorimetric cells and
hits in the very forward detectors (ZDC, RP220 and FP420, see
Sec. 5) are added.

3. High-level reconstruction

While electrons, muons and photons are easily identified,
other quantities are more di#cult to evaluate as they rely on
sophisticated algorithms (e.g. jets or missing energy).
For most of these objects, their four-momentum and related

quantities are directly accessible in Delphes output (E, &p, pT , "
and !). Additional properties are available for specific objects
(like the charge and the isolation status for e± and µ±, the re-
sult of application of b-tag for jets and time-of-flight for some
detector hits).

3.1. Photon and charged lepton

From here onwards, electrons refer to both positrons (e+) and
electrons (e$), and charged leptons refer to electrons andmuons
(µ±), leaving out the $± leptons as they decay before being de-
tected.
The electron, muon and photon collections contains only the

true final-state particles identified via the generator-data. In ad-
dition, these particles must pass fiducial cuts taking into account
the magnetic field e!ects and some additional reconstruction
cuts.
Consequently, no fake candidates enter these collections.

However, when needed, fake candidates can be added into the
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https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes
https://cp3.irmp.ucl.ac.be/projects/delphes
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Example Delphes Performance
• Atlas Jet resolution

• CMS MET resolution
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6.1. Jet resolution

The majority of interesting processes at the LHC contain jets
in the final state. The jet resolution obtained using Delphes
is therefore a crucial point for its validation, both for CMS-
and ATLAS-like detectors. This validation is based on pp !
gg events produced with MadGraph/MadEvent and hadronised
using Pythia [17, 18].
For a CMS-like detector, a similar procedure as the one ex-

plained in published results is applied here. The events were
arranged in 14 bins of gluon transverse momentum p̂T . In each
p̂T bin, every jet in Delphes is matched to the closest jet of
generator-level particles, using the spatial separation between
the two jet axes

!R =
!

"

!rec " !MC
#2
+
"

"rec " "MC
#2 < 0.25. (5)

The jets made of generator-level particles, here referred as MC
jets, are obtained by applying the algorithm to all particles con-
sidered as stable after hadronisation. Jets produced by Delphes
and satisfying the matching criterion are called hereafter recon-
structed jets. All jets are computed with the clustering algo-
rithm (JetCLU) with a cone radius R of 0.7.
The ratio of the transverse energies of every reconstructed jet

ErecT to its corresponding MC jet EMCT is calculated in each p̂T
bin. The ErecT /E

MC
T histogram is fitted with a Gaussian distri-

bution in the interval ±2 RMS centred around the mean value.
The resolution in each p̂T bin is obtained by the fit mean #x$
and variance #2(x):

#
$ ErecT
EMCT

%
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EMCT

'
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$
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%

, for all i. (6)
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Figure 8: Resolution of the transverse energy of reconstructed jets ErecT as a
function of the transverse energy of the closest jet of generator-level particles
EMCT , in a CMS-like detector. The jets events are reconstructed with the JetCLU
clustering algorithm with a cone radius of 0.7. The maximum separation be-
tween the reconstructed and MC-jets is !R = 0.25. Dotted line is the fit result
for comparison to the CMS resolution [5], in blue. The pp ! gg dijet events
have been generated with MadGraph/MadEvent and hadronised with Pythia.

The resulting jet resolution as a function of EMCT is shown in
Fig. 8. This distribution is fitted with a function of the following
form:

a
EMCT

%
b
!

EMCT
% c, (7)

where a, b and c are the fit parameters. It is then compared to
the resolution published by the CMS collaboration [5]. The res-
olution curves from Delphes and CMS are in good agreement.
Similarly, the jet resolution is evaluated for an ATLAS-like

detector. The pp ! gg events are here arranged in 8 adjacent
bins in pT . A kT reconstruction algorithm with R = 0.6 is cho-
sen and the maximal matching distance between the MC-jets
and the reconstructed jets is set to !R = 0.2. The relative en-
ergy resolution is evaluated in each bin by:

#(E)
E
=

(

) *

Erec " EMC

Erec

+2 ,

"
)

Erec " EMC

Erec

,2

. (8)

Figure 9 shows a good agreement between the resolution ob-
tained withDelphes, the result of the fit with Equation 7 and the
corresponding curve provided by the ATLAS collaboration [6].
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Figure 9: Relative energy resolution of reconstructed jets as a function of the
energy of the closest jet of generator-level particles EMC, in an ATLAS-like
detector. The jets are reconstructed with the kT algorithm with a radius R =
0.6. The maximal matching distance between MC- and reconstructed jets is
!R = 0.2. Only central jets are considered (|!| < 0.5). Dotted line is the fit
result for comparison to the ATLAS resolution [6], in blue. The pp ! gg di-
jet events have been generated with MadGraph/MadEvent and hadronised with
Pythia.

6.2. MET resolution

All major detectors at hadron colliders have been designed
to be as hermetic as possible in order to detect the presence of
one or more neutrinos and/or new weakly interacting particles
through apparent missing transverse energy. The resolution of
the "!ETmiss variable, as obtained with Delphes, is then crucial.
The samples used to study the MET performance are identi-

cal to those used for the jet validation. It is worth noting that
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the contribution to EmissT frommuons is negligible in the studied
sample. The input samples are divided in five bins of scalar ET
sums (!ET ). This sum, called total visible transverse energy, is
defined as the scalar sum of transverse energy in all cells. The
quality of the MET reconstruction is checked via the resolution
on its horizontal component Emissx .
The Emissx resolution is evaluated in the following way. The

distribution of the di"erence between Emissx in Delphes and at
generator-level is fitted with a Gaussian function in each (!ET )
bin. The fit RMS gives the MET resolution in each bin. The
resulting value is presented in Fig. 10 as a function of the total
visible transverse energy, for CMS- and ATLAS-like detectors.
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Figure 10: !(Emisx ) as a function on the scalar sum of all cells (!ET ) for
pp ! gg events, for a CMS-like detector (top) and an ATLAS-like detector
(bottom), for di-jet events produced with MadGraph/MadEvent and hadronised
with Pythia.

The resolution !x of the horizontal component of MET is
observed to behave like

!x = "
!

ET (GeV1/2), (9)

where the " parameter depends on the resolution of the
calorimeters.
The MET resolution expected for the CMS detector for sim-

ilar events is !x = (0.6" 0.7)
#
ET GeV1/2 with no pile-up (i.e.

extra simultaneous pp collision occurring at high-luminosity in
the same bunch crossing) [5], which compares very well with
the " = 0.63 obtained with Delphes. Similarly, for an AT-
LAS-like detector, a value of 0.53 is obtained by Delphes for
the " parameter, while the experiment expects it in the range
[0.53 ; 0.57] [6].

6.3. #-jet e!ciency

Table 6 lists the reconstruction e#ciencies in Delphes for the
hadronic #-jets from H, Z ! #+#". The mass of the Higgs bo-
son is set successively to 140 and 300 GeV/c2. The inclusive
gauge boson productions (pp ! HX and pp ! ZX) are per-
formed with MadGraph/MadEvent and the # lepton decay and
further hadronisation are handled by Pythia/Tauola. All recon-
structed #-jets are 1"prong, and follow the definition described
in section 3.3, which is very close to an algorithm of the CMS
experiment [19]. At last, corresponding e#ciencies published
by the CMS and ATLAS experiments are quoted for compar-
ison. The level of agreement is satisfactory provided possible
di"erences due to the event generation chain and the detail of
reconstruction algorithms.

Table 6: Reconstruction e#ciencies of #-jets in #+#" decays from Z or H
bosons, in Delphes, CMS and ATLAS experiments [19, 6]. Two scenarios for
the mass of the Higgs boson are investigated. Events generated with Mad-
Graph/MadEvent and hadronised with Pythia. The decays of # leptons is han-
dled by the Tauola version embedded in Pythia.

CMS Delphes ATLAS Delphes
Z ! #+#" 38.2% 32.4 ± 1.8% 33% 28.6 ± 1.9%
H(140)! #+#" 36.3% 39.9 ± 1.6% 32.8 ± 1.8%
H(300)! #+#" 47.3% 49.7 ± 1.5% 43.8 ± 1.6%

7. Visualisation

When performing an analysis, a visualisation tool is useful
to convey information about the detector layout and the event
topology in a simple way. The Fast and Realistic OpenGL Dis-
player FROG [20] has been interfaced in Delphes, allowing an
easy display of the defined detector configuration [z].
Two and three-dimensional representations of the detector

configuration can be used for communication purposes, as they
clearly illustrate the geometric coverage of the di"erent detec-
tor subsystems. As an example, the generic detector geometry
assumed in this paper is shown in Fig. 2 and 11. The extensions
of the central tracking system, the central calorimeters and both
forward calorimeters are visible. Note that only the geometri-
cal coverage is depicted and that the calorimeter segmentation
is not taken into account in the drawing of the detector.
Deeper understanding of interesting physics processes is pos-

sible by displaying the events themselves. The visibility of each
set of objects (e±, µ±, #±, jets, transverse missing energy) is en-
hanced by a colour coding. Moreover, kinematics information
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arXiv:0903.2225 [hep-ph]

As was also shown by PGS,
can get pretty reasonable results

from parameterized calorimeter simulation

Will likely never match collaboration
analysis tools, always an approximation
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Beware!
• Can’t apply this blindly to all analyses

• Pileup can’t be (easily) simulated

- Although random noise could
 be added to calorimeter...

• Also ‘strongly-produced’ backgrounds (di-jets, W+jets, ...)

- Selecting signal usually isn’t the problem → rejecting backgrounds is 

-  Hard to believe any simulation when you are rejecting backgrounds
by many orders of magnitude (sensitive to tails)

- Point of HL-LHC is to be sensitive to even lower cross-sections...

• General danger zones

- Low PT leptons, weak isolation, small non-zero MET, taus, soft jets, ...

- Studies still useful, but must avoid drawing strong conclusions

-Working groups best places to evaluate reliability of individual 
simulation/analyses

8
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LHC Simulation Proposal

• Certify two fast-sim parameter sets (ATLAS/CMS) for all LHC

- Similar to Krakow strategy

- Could try to agree on one ‘average’ detector, 
but probably not worth political effort

- Differences may provoke official followup from ATLAS/CMS

• Provide common straw-man trigger menus for HL-LHC, HE-LHC

-Must be educated guess, hopefully only need one for both detectors

- Feedback from studies can help develop trigger strategies

• Working groups should promote official ATLAS/CMS studies in 
addition (not clear how these will be done either)

• Working groups must be responsible to avoid drawing strong 
conclusions from dubious simulation results and improper tools
(including official ATLAS/CMS studies)
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My opinion, for discussion...



Lepton Colliders
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ILC Simulations

11

Long and fruitful history of Snowmass LC physics studies
This CD included generators, analysis code, even data samples
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ILC Status

12

• ILC is probably the ideal machine for fast simulation physics studies

- Democratic cross sections (background rejection easier)

- Small (but not zero) pile-up and machine backgrounds

- LHC-style (Delphes) probably won’t work out of the box, 
as really need jet resolution, not calo resolution (Particle Flow)

• Already has highly developed full sim frameworks

- Driven by needs of detector studies

- Common generators

- SiD and ILD detector simulations

- Some common reconstruction tools (e.g.: particle flow, vertexing)

-Much more integration between detector concepts than in the past 
(although differences do remain)

ILD
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DBD MC Production
• Currently in midst of the Detailed Baseline Design process

• As part of that, a full-blown ‘professional’ MC simulation has begun

- Common sample generation (samples available)

- Full G4 detector simulation (including bgd. overlay)

- ‘Data-ready’ reconstruction package

- Reco physics objects written to output DST 

- All under automated Grid production system

• All of this is (or will be) available for anybody to analyze

• Also FastSim options

- SGV3 for ILD (replacement for simdet, tuned to full simulation)

- org.lcsim for SiD (still perfectly functional)
13

Can do real physics analyses on fully simulated and 
reconstructed samples without joining a collaboration!

http://ilcsoft.desy.de/dbd/generated/

http://ilcsoft.desy.de/dbd/generated/
http://ilcsoft.desy.de/dbd/generated/
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CLIC

• Beam backgrounds/pileup relatively more important at higher √s

- Challenge for detector design (10 ns readout)

- Fast simulations should be used with more caution here

• CLIC studies have adopted the ILC framework

- Used for CLIC CDR

- Versions of SiD and ILD detectors, adjusted for CLIC

- Background/pileup overlay integrated into samples

- Similar reconstruction as ILC

14

2.5 TIMING REQUIREMENTS AT CLIC

Table 2.4: Assumed time windows used for the event reconstruction and the required single hit time

resolutions.

Subdetector Reconstruction window hit resolution

ECAL 10 ns 1 ns

HCAL Endcaps 10 ns 1 ns

HCAL Barrel 100 ns 1 ns

Silicon Detectors 10 ns 10/

√
12 ns

TPC entire bunch train n/a

is performed. Monte Carlo information is used at no stage in the reconstruction. Figure 2.12 shows the

reconstructed particle flow objects for a simulated e
+

e
− → H

+
H
− → tbbt event at

√
s = 3 TeV. At the

reconstruction level, the background from γγ → hadrons produces an average energy of approximately

1.2 TeV per event, mostly in the form of relatively low pT particles at relatively low angles to the beam

axis. The level of γγ → hadrons background is roughly 1/15 of that for the entire bunch train (Table 2.3),

commensurate with integrating over 10 ns from the total 156 ns. The background can be further reduced

by applying tighter timing cuts based on the reconstructed calorimeter cluster time. The cluster time

is obtained from a truncated mean of the energy-weighted hit times constituting the cluster. In a fine

grained particle flow detector many hits contribute to a single cluster and cluster time resolutions of

<1 ns are easily achievable. Efficient background rejection is achieved by using tight cuts in the range

of 1.0–2.5 ns on the clusters (depending on the type of reconstructed particle and its pT). This proce-

dure is applied to both neutral particle flow objects and to charged objects where the time of the cluster

associated to the track, corrected by the helical propagation time, is used. These additional timing cuts

are applied to only relatively low pT particle flow objects. The details of the cuts used are discussed in

Section 12.1.4. As a result of the cluster-based timing cuts the average background level can be reduced

to approximately 100 GeV with negligible impact on the underlying hard interaction. The use of hadron-

collider inspired jet-finding algorithms further reduces the impact of the background of γγ → hadrons

and precision physics measurements are achievable in the CLIC background environment as shown in

Chapter 12.

Fig. 2.12: (left) Reconstructed particles in a simulated e
+

e
− → H

+
H
− → tbbt event at 3 TeV in the

CLIC_ILD detector concept with background from γγ → hadrons overlaid. (right) the effect of applying

tight timing cuts on the reconstructed cluster times.

61

HH→tbtb
CLIC CDR
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Muon Collider Studies

• Even more challenging environment (muon decay backgrounds)

- Solution again is timing → large detector design challenge

- Detectors a hybrid between ILC and LHC

• Physics case largely identical to ILC/CLIC (aside from μμ→H)

• Telluride studies use ILCroot*, now moving to ILC framework as well

- Full simulation

-Machine background overlays

15
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A. Mazzacane
Telluride WS

* unrelated to ILC
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Lepton Collider Simulation Proposal

• Use fully simulated/reconstructed DST samples where possible 

- Samples are (or will soon be) available

- Frustrated theorists can do a real analysis!

- Probably easiest for ILC (production ongoing now)

- Likely needs a bit better documentation, but warm bodies help... 

• Exercise production chain for new signal samples

- Submit 4-vectors in favorite format

- Runs on grid, little human intervention needed

• Fast simulation can still be useful, but anything promising 
should be followed up with a full analysis, since the samples are there

• Stunning consolidation across the lepton collider community, 
Snowmass should profit from this development

16

My opinion, for discussion...



Outliers
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Other facilities

• Probably just an extension of HE-LHC studies

- Can only guess at the physics

- Can only guess at the detectors

• Using something like Delphes probably most reasonable approach

• No idea how to determine detector parameters

• More driven by detector assumptions/location

- In LHC tunnel:  ATLAS/CMS - Delphes simulation probably best,
or get answers from ATLAS/CMS

- In new tunnel w/ ILC-style detector, use ILC studies/tools

- Cheaper detectors: probably want detailed detector study on how
degraded detectors effect Higgs properties

18

VLHC-style hadron collider

Circular Higgs Factory
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Summary
• Agree on ATLAS/CMS parameters, promote fast simulation studies

• Prod ATLAS/CMS to do more realistic studies on important points

• ATLAS/CMS needs this to sell detector upgrades anyways,
make sure interesting questions are being answered

• Striking consolidation of effort in lepton colliders

• No reason not to use fully simulated and reconstructed samples

• Push to make it easy to turn a good idea into a fully simulated/
reconstructed sample which can be analyzed by a wide audience

19

Thanks for useful information from Beate H., Graham W., 
Norman G., Mark T., Ron L., and dinner last night

Working groups should think about this, 
best if some common solutions can be found

ATLAS/CMS have their own problems here


